
Tiered Evaluation Delivery 
Tiered evaluations roll up to a ‘Tiered Leader’ to create a single composite evaluation form from the multiple 

‘child’ evaluation forms received from multiple Faculty members evaluating the Trainee. The ‘Tiered Leader’ can 

default to a straight aggregate of all forms received, or ‘trump’ the results.  

 

While not in widespread use, this functionality is occasionally used.  

 

In order to use the Tiered Evaluation functionality, it must be enabled within Program Settings >>> Evaluations 

>>> Enable Tiered Evaluations [check box]. Once the check box is checked, the 'Tiered Evaluations - Lock after 

Delivery' drop-down Program Setting can be changed to determine the lock-out threshold for receipt of child 

evaluations by the tiered leader. Once the lock-out date occurs, the leader is able to complete the composite score - 

this is to ensure that the leader does not begin his/her composite before all child evaluations have been received.  

 

Once the Tiered Evaluation functionality has been enabled, the delivery attributes can be defined.  

 

In the Tiered Evaluation setup, the Tiered Group Leader is a different person than the contributors.  
The Tiered Group Leader does not receive a contributor (“child”) evaluation and a leader evaluation; the 

Tiered Group Leader just receives a leader (“parent”) evaluation.  
The evaluation form delivered to the contributor is the same form that is delivered to the Tiered Group 

Leader. The difference is that the form assigned to the Tiered Group Leader (to be filled out once the 

contributors have had a chance to complete their forms), will include (in red text) any responses entered 

into any already-completed contributor forms about the respective trainee. This helps to inform the leader 

in his or her consensus assessment of the trainee. 
 

Evaluations > Evaluation Groups  

 

 
 



Provide a name for the tiered evaluation group and click Submit. The following screen will be displayed:  

 

 
 

Select the Tiered Group Leader(s) from the list of Faculty in the program. The leader is the Faculty 

member that will complete the single composite evaluation. Next, select each service pertaining to the 

tiered delivery. Faculty members scheduled to each of the selected services will create the matches for the 

‘child’ evaluations.   
Note: When two or more leaders are assigned to a tiered evaluation group they may each complete the 

composite/final form, so that there are two official final forms. If one of the leaders does not submit 

his/her final evaluation it will remain intact. If one of the leaders deletes his/her final evaluation form it 

will not affect the other leader's final or official form. 
 


